Assessment changes to accommodate COVID-19 - FAQs

Please note these assessment changes to accommodate COVID-19.

Find out more

Results

Find out how to access assessment results, why results may be withheld, and how to get a review of results.

Guide to grades

Access information about the UNSW grading system including grade definitions.

Guide to academic standing

Learn how and why academic standing is determined at UNSW.
Guide to academic progression
Understand how UNSW's academic progression requirements affect you.

Guide to assessment
See general information about the different types of assessment at UNSW.

Special consideration
Discover what's involved in applying for and receiving special consideration when illness or other circumstances beyond your control interfere with your assessment performance.

See also

Find exam dates, timetables, rules and location maps
Exam details

Academic integrity and your rights and responsibilities
Student Conduct

Access over 500 prizes for meritorious academic achievement
Prizes and medals